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Abstract: We have conceptualized and demonstrated an
approach based on the combination of hydrophobicity, a
substrate-independent dip coating as porous material with
double residual chemical reactivities for implementing multi-
plexed, miniaturized and unclonable bulk-infused patterns of
different fluorophores following distinct reaction pathways.

The embedded hydrophobicity (~102°) restricted the un-
wanted spreading of beaded aqueous ink on the coating. The
constructions of micropatterns on porous dip-coating via ink-
jet printing or microchannel cantilever spotting offered
orthogonal read-out and remained readable even after
removal of the exterior of the coating.

Spatially selective covalent modulation of ultrathin and chemi-
cally reactive coatings provides a simple basis to derive various
functional patterned interfaces.[1–5] In the earlier reported
patterned interfaces, mostly and commonly one type of residual
reactivity was extended for spatially selective chemical modu-
lation-which is restricted to few nanometres across the used
ultrathin coatings.[1–5] While the earlier reported patterns on
ultrathin coatings remained inappropriate to sustain physical
abrasion, the spatially selective integration of two distinct
functional groups in the bulk of the coating following two
independent chemical pathways would be interesting in both
fundamental and applied contexts. For example, the dual
modulation with desired chemistries at same location and
orthogonal reading of complex pattern would be useful for
high-throughput and parallel screening of biomarkers, develop-
ing an effective anti-counterfeiting interface, etc.[6–10] However,
the utilization of a porous, inherently hydrophobic and dually
chemically reactive interfaces for developing complex, bulk,
unclonable and miniaturized patterned interfaces are rare in the
literature.[11,12]

Here, we utilized a dual chemically reactive porous dip
coating (DCRPDC) inherently embedded with two distinct
residual chemically reactive groups (acrylate and amine) for
developing an orthogonally readable, abrasion tolerant and
miniaturized bulk-patterns through 1,4 conjugate addition
reaction of the DCRPDC with selected fluorescent molecules at
ambient conditions as shown in Scheme 1. The bulk chemical
reactivity in the porous polymeric dip coating provided a basis
to develop abrasion tolerant bulk-pattern of selected small
molecules. Moreover, the patterned interface remained wash-
able due to the strategic association of robust covalent
modifications. Further, the principle was successfully extended
to develop QR codes using both microchannel cantilever
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Scheme 1. (A) Depicting Michael addition reaction between representative
acrylate and amine groups. (B) Chemical structures of dipentaerythritol
penta-acrylate (5-Acl) and branched polyethylenimine (BPEI). (C) Schematic
representing a dual chemically reactive polymeric dip coating provided the
spatially selective and bulk orthogonal-covalent-modification through
molecular printing process.
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spotting (μCS),[6,13,14] and ink-jet printing process. Addition to
the abilities of providing bulk-modification, the dual chemical
reactivity also allowed to associate two distinct florescent
molecules following two independent chemical modulation
processes. In the recent past, our lab utilized 1,4 conjugate
addition reaction between selected reactants-i. e. BPEI and 5Acl
to develop different chemically reactive coating following
different fabrication processes-including layer-by-layer deposi-
tion technique, spray deposition etc. for associating the durable
bio-inspired liquid wettability.[15–17]

The modulation of the single residual reactivity (i. e. acrylate
group) that present in the highly rough (790�28 nm) and
highly hydrophobic (with water contact angle (WCA) of ~132°)
dip-coating (obtained with an immersion time of 10 minutes)
allowed to embed bio-inspired superhydrophobicity through
rational post modification with primary amine containing
selected hydrophobic (octadecylamine) small molecules.[17]

However, such a highly rough and hydrophobic interface would
not be appropriate for creating a miniaturized patterned
interface, as the transfer of aqueous ink from cantilever tip
would be challenging. Therefore, in the current study, we
introduced another chemically reactive dip-coating by immers-
ing the selected substrates (glass or paper) in the reaction
mixture of BPEI/5Acl in 1-heptanol for only 1 minute.

The prepared dip-coating (thickness ~3.2 μm) displayed
moderate hydrophobicity with a WCA of ~102° (Figure 1A).
Moreover, the prepared dip-coating was found to be signifi-
cantly less rough (72�15 nm). The random deposition of the
polymeric nanocomplex provided a porous morphology with
aggregated granular microdomains (Figure 1B–D). The size and
shape of the pores in the prepared coating is irregular with a
wide range of distribution from ~150 nm to ~1 μm. Another
advantage of the current coating is the existence of two distinct
residual chemically reactivities-i. e. amine and acrylate (Sche-
me 1C). The ATR-FTIR analysis of the dip-coating confirmed the
presence of residual acrylate groups where the characteristic IR
peaks for C� H deformation of vinyl groups and ester carbonyl
stretching appeared at 1408 cm� 1 and 1733 cm� 1, respectively,
as shown in Figure 1E (black). An additional experiment was
designed to examine the existence of residual acrylate groups
in both the surface and bulk of the prepared dip-coating. The
coating was physically abraded by applying adhesive tape
peeling process and the successive application of adhesive tape
gradually lowered its thickness (from 3.2 μm to 1.6 μm) and
randomly exposed the interior of the dip-coating. Hardly any
change in FTIR signature of residual acrylate groups was noted
in the dip-coating before and after incurring the physical
abrasion process as shown in Figure 1E. The intensity of the
normalized (with respect to ester carbonyl stretching at
1733 cm� 1) and the characteristic IR signature for C� H deforma-
tion of the β carbon of the vinyl moiety remained unaltered
before and after the random exposure of the interior of the
coating. The freshly exposed interior of the physically abraded
coating revealed the presence of porous features (Figure S1). As
expected, the sand-paper abraded interface was also found to
exhibit residual acrylate groups (Figure S2). On the other side,
the XPS signature of N 1s at ~400 eV revealed the presence of

residual amine (Figure S3) in the prepared dip-coating. Such
prepared dip-coating can be successfully applied on plastic,
metal, ceramic and wood (See Figure S4).

Next, the existence of dual chemical reactivity in the
prepared dip-coating was characterized by microscopic imaging
and FTIR spectral analysis. First of all, two aqueous droplets of
two distinct fluorophores, i. e. tetramethylrhodamine (TMR; non-
reactive) and tetramethylrhodamine cadaverine (TMRC; readily
reactive due to the presence of primary amine moiety) were
manually beaded on the prepared dip-coating. As expected,
two circular spots were observed in the red channel in
fluorescence microscopy (ESI Figure S5A–C). After the DI water
and followed by ethanol washing, the circular spot made of
TMRC remained unaffected. However, the other spot formed
out of TMR disappeared (ESI Figure S5D). While the 1,4
conjugate addition reaction between the primary amine and
residual acrylate of the dip-coating allowed a covalent immobi-
lization of TMRC (Figure 2A), the lack of such available primary
amine in TMR failed – as expected – to provide covalent
association with the dip-coating. Rather the physically depos-
ited TMR readily washed away after the application of the DI
water and ethanol washing process. In another experiment, the

Figure 1. (A) The contact angle image of beaded water droplet on the
polymeric dip coating. (B) AFM and (C,D) FESEM image of the polymeric dip-
coating in (C) low and (D) high magnifications. (E) ATR-FTIR spectra
accounting the presence of residual acrylate group in the synthesized dip-
coating before (black) and after (orange and red) exposure of the interiors.
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aqueous droplet of same TMRC beaded on the hexylamine
modified dip-coating failed to survive such washing treatment
as shown in ESI Figure S5E–F. This simple demonstration
validated that the residual acrylate groups remained highly
reactive to primary amine containing small molecules and
provide a facile basis for covalent immobilization of selected
molecules at ambient condition. On the other side, the same
dip-coating after manual deposition of two distinct aqueous
droplets of fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC, ESI Figure S5A) and
fluorescein (Figure S1B) displayed two distinct circular and
fluorescent spots under the fluorescence microscope as shown
in Figure S5G. However, the regular washing of the dip-coating
with DI water and ethanol resulted in the disappearance of the
fluorescein based circular spot, while the FITC derived spot
remained unaffected under same treatment (ESI Figure S5H),
due to the covalent attachment of FITC with residual amine of
the dip-coating (Figure 2A). In contrast, the dip-coating pre-
modified with butyl-acrylate failed to provide such covalent
attachment to the FITC due to lack of residual amine, and thus
the deposited FITC readily washed off on DI water exposure as
shown in Figure S5I–J. Thereafter, the post-modifications of the
dip-coating with FITC and TMRC were also characterized with
ATR-FTIR spectral analysis as shown in Figure 2B. The post
modification of the dip-coating with TMRC resulted in the

depletion of normalized IR peak intensity for C� H deformation
of the vinyl group at 1408 cm� 1 with respect to the carbonyl
stretching at 1733 cm� 1. The depletion of the IR peak intensity
unambiguously supported the 1,4-conjugate addition reaction
between the primary amine of the TMRC and the residual
acrylate of the dip-coating, where the vinyl moiety of the
acrylate is compromised while the carbonyl group remained
intact. On the other hand, the residual amine of the dip-coating
remained highly reactive towards thiocyanide groups. The same
coating that was exposed to FITC provided a characteristic IR
signature for the N� C=S band at 1570 cm� 1 as shown in
Figure 2B (green). Thus, both the residual groups-acrylate and
amine-remained chemically reactive towards both the amine of
TMRC and the thiocyanide of FITC, respectively. Furthermore,
the confocal microscopy imaging confirmed the bulk immobili-
zation of both TMRC and FITC on the chemically reactive dip-
coating as shown in ESI Figure S6 and Figure 2C–D. The merged
(both green and red channel) confocal image in Figure 2E
revealed the existence of a common section (indicated by
yellow color) that is modified with both, TMRC and FITC. Such
strategic dual modifications of the chemically reactive interface
with two distinct representative fluorophores following two
independent reaction pathways allowed to develop a complex
luminescent pattern. On the other side, the bulk chemical
modifications of the dip-coating with selective fluorophores
provided an abrasion tolerant patterned interface (Figure 2E–F),
where the same patterned interface continued to display the
desired fluorescence signal-even after the physical abrasion as
shown in Figure 2F. In a separate experiment, the presence of
red-stain in the physically abraded interface validated the bulk
diffusion of used small molecule (TMRC, Figure S7). The
prepared polymeric coating on other substrate also remained
efficient to sustain repetitive adhesive tape peeling test as
shown in Figure S8. Encouraged by the multi-functional and
abrasive resistant chemical modifications established, trials for
miniaturized and functional patterns were implemented. For
this task, inkjet printing and microchannel cantilever spotting
(μCS) were employed. In μCS, inks are spotted in an atomic
force microscopy (AFM) by a cantilever with a microchannel
connected to an on-chip reservoir for μL volumes of ink,
allowing for chemical reactions in such “micro-reactors”.[4,18,19]

When the cantilever is brought into contact with a surface, ink
can transfer by capillary force from the reservoir to the surface.
On porous and moderately hydrophobic substrates, this allows
for delivery of sufficient volume of ink for imbibition and bulk
functionalization of the substrate interior.[20–22] With the highly-
precise and reproducible position control over the cantilever,
arbitrary patterns can be formed and even subsequent
deposition of different inks onto the same spot can be
achieved.[6] First, as example of arbitrary micropatterns, letters
“IIT” and “CNF” were spotted with TMRC and FITC inks via μCS
(Figure 3). Figure 3A and B show the single channel
fluorescence microscopy images for each ink, which – when
combined – reveal an overlap of both patterns demonstrating
the dual functionalization of the surface also on the micronscale
(Figure 3C). This multiplexing of inks also allows for selective
readout of information by selection of the matching filter

Figure 2. (A) Schematic illustrating the covalent and spatially selective
modifications of dual chemically reactive dip-coating with two distinct
fluorescent inks (tetramethylrhodamine cadaverine (TMRC) and fluorescein
isothiocyanate (FITC), where TMRC and FITC mutually reacted with residual
acrylate and amine respectively at ambient condition. (B) ATR-FTIR spectra
accounting the dual chemical modification of dip-coating with TMRC and
FITC. C–D) The confocal microscopic images revealed the presence of bulk
patterns of TMRC (C) and FITC (D), respectively. (E–F) Merged confocal
images of the patterned interface before (E) and after (F) physical abrasion.
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channel to reveal different information from the same pattern.
Importantly, the micropatterns even stay legible after abrasion
(Figure 3D–E), enabling a robust information storage. Further, a
QR code pattern was printed by inkjet printing FITC ink onto a
dip-coated paper (Figure S9A). The fluorescence imaging con-
firmed the development of a QR code (ESI Figure S9A) capable
of sustaining physical abrasion. The interface was physically
abraded through adhesive tape peeling as evident from the
confocal image of the QR code before and after abrasion as
shown in ESI Figure S9C–D. To clearly show the impact of the
abrasion treatment to the QR code pattern, fluorescence images
were obtained under same exposure conditions and also at an
exposure time allowing for the full dynamic range to be
covered. Though a slight overexposure would actually benefit
direct read-out of the barcode from such an image e.g. by

mobile phone, a simple contrast enhancement allows even the
abraded QR code to be reliably readout directly (ESI Figure S10).
Another important aspect of the current approach is the
association of unclonable features in the miniatured patterns-
which is important for anticounterfeiting applications.[7] Here,
the random fluctuation caused uncontrollable during the
patterning could act as an unclonable fingerprint-which cannot
be achieved on smooth interface and uncoated paper (ESI
Figure S11).

The presented porous and dip-coating allows for a realiza-
tion of such unclonable features, in particular for the smaller
sized features within micropatterns (Figure 3F). While bigger
spot features as e.g. the manually spotted features in the size
range of several hundred show a rather well-defined delinea-
tion, the smaller features from μCS approach offer more rugged
borders as of the intrinsic randomness of the pores in the
substrate becoming visible on this scale of patterning (ESI
Figure S12).

For a demonstration, two different DataMatrix patterns
were spotted via μCS (Figure 3F). When both channels are
overlayed (implying readout without proper fluorescence filter-
ing), the DataMatrix is obfuscated and cannot be read. The
single channels as orthogonal readout enable proper recog-
nition. As mentioned above, a proper unclonable feature border
is in particular obvious in smaller features, which fortunately are
readily available via μCS and can be even tuned via dwell time
(tip/surface contact time) and relative humidity under which
the spotting takes place (Figure 3F, ESI Figure S13). Theory
predicts, imbibition of a fluid into a porous substrate should
follow a dependency on time proportional to t1/3.[26] This was
also shown to be the case for other porous coatings in μCS and
our current results are in line with this mode of diffusive
imbibition of ink into porous substrates.[20–21] The imbibition
rate becomes higher with higher humidities during spotting
reflecting the more hydrated state of substrate and ink at raised
humidity enabling a faster flow. As the centre distance between
features in the test array was arbitrarily set to 50 μm, the dots
features start to merge after reaching a feature radius of 25 μm,
indicated by the hatched area in the top of the graph. Below
this restraint, feature radius size could be tuned down to (7.8�
1.7) μm by lowering humidity and dwell time. Generally, for
lowest dwell time (0.1 s) the radius is a bit larger than what is
expected from the theoretical description. This can be under-
stood as a small additional amount of ink that will snap off from
a meniscus that builds on retraction of the μCS tip and continue
to be adsorbed into the substrate. This snap off volume will be
similar for each dwell time, therefore affecting feature size in
particular for the smallest dwell times where the imbibed
volume directly from the tip is also smallest.

The granularity of the coating is on the length scale of
about 500 nm, as seen in Figure 1B–D. On the one hand, this
limits the maximal accuracy in patterning to about 1 to 2 μm
(as seen in the standard deviation of the smallest obtained
features being �1.7 μm), but on the other hand enables an
intrinsic anti-counterfeiting approach based on the borders of
the spots.

Figure 3. Functional and abrasive resistant micropatterns. Confocal micro-
scopy images (scale bar 100 μm) of (A) TMRC and (B) FITC fluorescence
channel of μCS spotted letters. A combined image of the fluorescence
channels in (C) shows the overlap between the patterns (D) before and (E)
after abrasion. (F) Combined and single channel fluorescent microscopy
images of two different DataMatrix codes printed one over the other with
different fluorophore inks. While the combined channel obscures the
information, the single channels reveal readable codes. The images are
intentionally slightly overexposed for easier readout of the code. The graph
shows the radius of features spotted with different dwell times and at
different relative humidity (R.H.) during the patterning process, source
images are given in ESI Figure S13.
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While the general readout of the DataMatrix micropattern is
facilitated by a slight overexposure of the fluorescence images,
images preserving the fully dynamic range of the fluorescence
signal are in particular well suited for observing the unclonable
features of the spot delineation (Figure S14). Even by inspection
with naked eye, the borders of the dots already reveal obviously
distinct and highly recognizable shapes. The use of machine
vision and artificial intelligence could readily enable automated
recognition and identification of such features for regular
applications,[23–25] while the intrinsic randomness of the porous
substrate ensures uniqueness and prohibits cloning. The
patterns remain stable also under water with no observable
swelling or deterioration of the coating or pattern, thus
providing a reliable non-clonable feature (Figure S15).

In summary, we report a dual chemically reactive and
porous dip-coating for depicting bulk and complex pattern that
enabled orthogonal read out of two distinct patterns in parallel.
Further, the strategic post covalent modification with various
types of selected and appropriate molecules, proteins, DNA or
nanoparticles would allow to develop a different functional
material for practically relevant applications including sensing,
anticounterfeiting etc. In future, we will explore such chemically
reactive porous polymeric coating in developing rewritable
patterns.
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